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LIVŠIC THEOREM FOR LOW-DIMENSIONAL
DIFFEOMORPHISM COCYCLES
ALEJANDRO KOCSARD AND RAFAEL POTRIE
Abstract. We prove a Livšic type theorem for cocycles taking values in
groups of diffeomorphisms of low-dimensional manifolds. The results hold
without any localization assumption and in very low regularity. We also ob-
tain a general result (in any dimension) which gives necessary and sufficient
conditions to be a coboundary.
1. Introduction
In the study of hyperbolic dynamical systems there is a general (and vague) idea
that can be summarized with the following sentence:
Most of the dynamical interesting information on a hyperbolic sys-
tem is concentrated in its periodic orbits.
An archetypal example of a result supporting this idea is the celebrated Livšic’s
theorem [Liv71, Liv72] claiming that given a hyperbolic homeomorphism f : M ý,
a Hölder function Φ: M Ñ R is a coboundary, i.e. there exists a continuous function
u : M Ñ R satisfying
u ˝ f ´ u “ Φ,
if and only if
n´1ÿ
j“0
Φpf jppqq “ 0,
for every periodic point p PM , with fnppq “ p.
Due to the interest this result has received since its appearance and the large
amount of consequences that follow from it, several generalizations have been stud-
ied. Some of them consider more general dynamics on the base. For instance, in
the works [KK96, Wil13] the cohomology of real cocycles over partially hyperbolic
systems is analyzed.
In this paper, we consider a different kind of generalization: given a complete
metric group G, a G-cocycle is just a continuous map Φ: M Ñ G and one wants to
determine whether the condition
Φ
`
fn´1ppq
˘
Φ
`
fn´2ppq
˘
. . .Φppq “ eG, @p P Fixpf
nq,
where eG is the identity element of G, is not just necessary but also sufficient to
guaranty the existence of a “transfer function” u : M Ñ G satisfying
Φpxq “ upfpxqqupxq´1, @x PM.
Livšic himself gave in [Liv71] an affirmative answer to this question for cocycles
taking values on a topological group admitting a complete bi-invariant distance
(e.g. Abelian or compact groups). However, the general situation is considerably
much more complicated.
So far, the main technique to handle this problem when the group G does not
admit a bi-invariant metric has consisted in considering a left-invariant metric on
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G and to try to control the distortion produced by right translations to be able to
apply the very same scheme of proof used in the Abelian case.
In order to get such a control of the distortion of the distance, some localization
hypotheses have been considered in the literature. For instance, in [Liv72] Livšic
gave a positive answer to above question for linear cocycles (i.e. where G “ GLdpRq)
which are not too far away from the identity constant cocycle. Improvements of
these results using weaker localization hypotheses have been obtained for cocycles
taking values in arbitrary finite-dimensional Lie groups (see [dlLW10, KN11] and
references therein) until the recent complete solution of the global Livšic problem
for linear cocycles [Kal11] (see also the recent preprint [GG14]).
In the infinite dimensional case, particularly when G is a group of diffeomor-
phisms of a compact manifold, the study began with the seminal paper of Niţică
and Török [NT95]. The diffeomorphism groups seem to be the most interesting
infinite dimensional groups for applications to rigidity theory (see [KN11] and ref-
erences therein).
It is important to remark that, in contrast with the finite dimensional case, all
the results for groups of diffeomorphisms obtained so far (see [dlLW10] for a survey
with references) involve non-sharp localization hypotheses (in the sense that not
every coboundary satisfies them) and require higher regularity for the diffeomor-
phism group (i.e. G “ DiffrpNq, with r ě 4). Moreover, the control of distortion
techniques used in [NT95, dlLW10] yield a loss of regularity in the solution of the
cohomological equation. A recent result for infinite dimensional groups which does
not fit in the previous description is due to Navas and Ponce [NP13]. They prove
a Livšic theorem for cocycles taking values in the group of analytic germs at the
origin.
In this paper we use completely different techniques, with a more geometric
flavor, which allow us to deal with the low regularity case (cocycles can take values in
the group of C1-diffeomorphisms). The main novelty of our approach is Theorem 3.1
which can be of independent interest. Regarding this result within the context
of localization arguments, we could say that it is proven that our non-uniform
localization hypothesis (i.e. vanishing of fibered Lyapunov exponents) is equivalent
to be a coboundary.
In §4 we show that in the low-dimensional case the periodic orbit condition
implies the vanishing of fibered Lyapunov exponents, proving in such cases the
general (or global) Livšic theorem for groups of diffeomorphisms. We conjecture
that such a result holds in any dimension.
1.1. Main results. The main results of this article are the following Livšic type
theorems which, to the best of our knowledge, are the first general (i.e. global)
results for cocycles taking values in groups of diffeomorphisms of compact manifolds:
Theorem A. Let f : M ý be a hyperbolic homeomorphism and Φ: M Ñ Diff1pR{Zq
be an α-Hölder cocycle satisfying the so called periodic orbit obstructions
Φpfn´1ppqq ˝ Φpfn´2ppqq ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ Φppq “ idR{Z, @p P Fixpf
nq, @n P N.
Then, there exists an α-Hölder map u : M Ñ Diff1pR{Zq satisfying
Φpxq “ upfpxqq ˝ upxq´1, @x PM.
Remark 1.1. The very same argument we use to prove Theorem A works for cocycles
taking values in Diff1pr0, 1sq
For higher regularity, invoking the main result of [dlLW11], one easily gets the
following consequence of Theorem A:
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Corollary 1.2. Let f : M ý be a hyperbolic homeomorphism and Φ: M Ñ DiffrpR{Zq,
with r ě 1, be an α-Hölder cocycle satisfying the periodic orbit obstructions.
Then, there exists an α-Hölder map u : M Ñ DiffrpR{Zq satisfying
Φpxq “ upfpxqq ˝ upxq´1, @x PM.
Assuming higher regularity on the dynamics of the base and the cocycle, applying
the results of [Jou88, NT96] one can improve the regularity of the solution of the
cohomological equation. Since this kind of results is beyond the scope of this article,
we suggest the interested reader to consult [KN11, Wil13] for further information.
In dimension 2, we can obtain a similar result for the group of area-preserving
diffeomorphisms:
Theorem B. Let M be a smooth closed manifold and f : M ý be a C1`θ transitive
Anosov diffeomorphism. Let S denote a compact surface, ω be a Lebesgue probability
measure on S and let DiffrωpSq be the group of C
r-diffeomorphisms of S that leave
ω invariant.
Let Φ: M Ñ Diff1`αω pSq be a C
1`α-cocycle1 satisfying the periodic orbit obstruc-
tions.
Then, there exists an α-Hölder map u : M Ñ Diff1ωpSq such that
Φpxq “ upfpxqq ˝ upxq´1, @x PM.
The proofs of Theorems A and B consist in two steps. The first one concerns
the vanishing of Lyapunov exponents for the cocycles and relies heavily in the low-
dimensionality of the fibers. The second one holds in any dimension and can be of
independent interest (see Theorem 3.1).
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2. Preliminaries and notations
2.1. Hölder continuity. All along this paper, pM,dq will denote a compact metric
space. If pM 1, d1q denotes another arbitrary metric space and 0 ă α ď 1, a map
ψ : M ÑM 1 is said to be α-Hölder whenever
|ψ|α :“ sup
x‰y
d1
`
ψpxq, ψpyq
˘
dpx, yqα
ă 8.
Most of the functions and maps we shall deal with in this paper will be at least
Hölder because, as it was already observed in [Koc13], in general C0 regularity is
not appropriate for dynamical cohomology.
When α ă 1, the space of α-Hölder maps from M to M 1 will be denoted by
CαpM,M 1q. As usual, we use the term Lipschitz as a synonym of 1-Hölder, and
to avoid confusions with the differentiable case, we shall write CLippM,M 1q for the
space of Lipschitz functions.
For such a real constant α, we can define a new distance on M by
(1) dαpx, yq :“ dpx, yq
α, @x, y PM.
Observe that the topologies induced by d and dα coincide and a map ψ : pM,dq Ñ
pM 1, d1q is α-Hölder if and only if ψ : pM,dαq Ñ pM
1, d1q is Lipschitz.
1This means that the induced map M ˆ S Q px, yq ÞÑ Φpxqpyq P S is C1`α.
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2.2. Borel probability measures. Given an arbitrary locally compact metric
space X , we write MpXq for the space of Borel probability measures on X and we
will always consider it endowed with (the restriction of) the weak-‹ topology. If Y
denotes another compact metric space, any continuous map h : X Ñ Y naturally
induces a linear map h‹ : MpXq ÑMpY q defined by the following property:ż
Y
φ dph‹µq :“
ż
X
φ ˝ h dµ, @φ P C0c pY q, @µ P MpXq.
In this way, if f : X ý is a continuous map, one defines the space of f -invariant
measures by
Mpfq :“ tµ P MpMq : f‹µ “ µu.
2.3. Hyperbolic homeomorphisms. Let pM,dq be a compact metric space and
f : M ý be a homeomorphism. Given any x PM and ǫ ą 0, define the local stable
and unstable sets by
W sε px, fq :“ ty PM : dpf
npxq, fnpyqq ď ε, @n ě 0u ,
Wuε px, fq :“ ty PM : dpf
npxq, fnpyqq ď ε, @n ď 0u ,
respectively. Where there is no risk of ambiguity, we just write W sǫ pxq instead of
W sǫ px, fq, and the same holds for the local unstable set.
Following [AV10], we introduce the following
Definition 2.1. A homeomorphism f : M ý is said to be hyperbolic with local
product structure whenever there exist constants ε0, δ0,K0, λ ą 0 and functions
νs, νu : M Ñ p0,8q such that the following conditions are satisfied:
(h1) dpfpy1q, fpy2qq ď νspxqdpy1, y2q, @x PM , @y1, y2 PW
s
ε0
pxq;
(h2) dpfpy1q, fpy2qq ě νupxqdpy1, y2q, @x PM , @y1, y2 PW
u
ε0
pxq;
(h3) ν
pnq
s pxq :“ νspf
n´1pxqq . . . νspxq ă K0e
´λn, @x PM , @n ě 1;
(h4) ν
pnq
u pxq :“ νupf
n´1pxqq . . . νupxq ą K0e
λn, @x PM , @n ě 1;
(h5) If dpx, yq ď δ0, then W
u
ε0
pxq and W sε0pyq intersect in a unique point which
is denoted by rx, ys, and it depends continuously on x and y.
Remark 2.2. For the sake of simplicity of the exposition and to avoid unnecessary
repetitions, from now on we shall assume that all hyperbolic homeomorphisms are
transitive and exhibit local product structure.
For such homeomorphisms, one can define the stable and unstable sets by
W spx, fq :“
ď
ně0
f´n
`
W sǫ pf
npxqq
˘
and Wupx, fq :“
ď
ně0
fn
`
Wuǫ pf
´npxqq
˘
,
respectively.
Notice that shifts of finite type and basic pieces of Axiom A diffeomorphisms are
particular examples of hyperbolic homeomorphisms with local product structure
(see for instance [Mañ87, Chapter IV,§9] for details).
Remark 2.3. For our purposes, it is important to notice that the notion of hyper-
bolicity for homeomorphisms is invariant under Hölder changes of metric. More
precisely, a homeomorphism f : pM,dq ý is hyperbolic if and only f : pM,dαq ý is
hyperbolic, for any α P p0, 1q, where the distance dα is defined by (1).
The following result is proven for locally maximal hyperbolic sets of smooth
diffeomorphisms in [KH96, Chapter 6]. However, by inspection on the proof (see
[KH96, Corollary 6.4.17 and Proposition 6.4.16 ]) it can be easily check that the
very same proof works for hyperbolic homeomorphisms with local product structure
(see also [Kal11, page 1026]):
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Theorem 2.4 (Anosov closing lemma). Let f : pM,dq ý be a hyperbolic homeo-
morphism2. Then, there exist constants c, δ1 ą 0 such that for every x P M and
any n ą 0 satisfying dpx, fnpxqq ă δ1, there exist unique points p P Fixpf
nq and
y PM such that:
(1) dpf ipxq, f ippqq ď cdpx, fnpxqqe´λmin ti,n´iu;
(2) dpf ippq, f ipyqq ď cdpx, fnpxqqe´λi;
(3) dpf ipxq, f ipyqq ď cdpx, fnpxqqe´λpn´iq;
for every i P t0, . . . , n´ 1u, where λ ą 0 is the constant given in Definition 2.1.
Remark 2.5. Notice that by uniqueness, we have that y “ rx, ps, where the brackets
r¨, ¨s are given by Definition 2.1.
2.4. Cocycles and coboundaries. Let G denote a topological group whose topol-
ogy is induced by a complete distance function dG, and let f : pM,dq ý be a home-
omorphism.
In this work all cocycles we consider will be at least continuous. In fact, a G-
cocycle (over f) is just a continuous map Φ: M Ñ G. As usual, we use the following
notation
Φpnqpxq :“
$’&
’%
eG, if n “ 0;
Φpfn´1pxqqΦpn´1qpxq, if n ą 0;`
Φp´nqpfnpxqq
˘´1
, if n ă 0;
where eG P G denotes the identity element of G. We say that Φ is a Hölder cocycle
when Φ: pM,dq Ñ pG, dGq is an α-Hölder map, for some α P p0, 1s.
A G-cocycle Φ is said to be a G-coboundary when there exists a continuous map
u : M Ñ G such that
Φpxq “ upfpxqq ¨ pupxqq´1, @x PM.
Notice that in this case it clearly holds Φpnqpxq “ upfnpxqq ¨ pupxqq´1 , for any n P Z
and any x PM .
The first natural family of obstructions one encounters for a G-cocycle to be a
G-coboundary is called periodic orbit obstructions (just POO for short):
(POO) Φpnqppq “ eG, @n ě 1, @p P Fixpf
nq.
In this work we shall mainly concentrate in the case where G “ Diff1pNq. To
deal with this case, we need a slight generalization of the concept of cocycles that
we introduce in the following paragraph.
2.5. Fiber bundle maps and cocycles. Let N denote a compact differentiable
manifold and pM,dq be compact metric space as above. Given any α P p0, 1s and
r ě 0, a Cα,r-fiber bundle over M with fiber N is an object N Ñ E
π
ÝÑ M , where
E is a topological space and π is a surjective α-Hölder map such that there exists
a finite open cover tUju
n
1 of M with the following properties:
‚ For each j P t1, . . . , nu, there exists a homeomorphism ϕj : π
´1pUjq Ñ
Uj ˆN ;
‚ If Ui X Uj ‰ H, there is an α-Hölder map gij : Ui X Uj Ñ Diff
rpNq such
that
ϕi ˝ ϕ
´1
j px, yq “ px, pgijpxqqpyqq, @px, yq P pUi X Ujq ˆN.
As usual, one defines the fiber over x by Ex :“ π
´1pxq Ă E and, due to the
fiber bundle properties, it can naturally endowed with a Cr-differentiable structure
turning it into a Cr-manifold Cr-diffeomorphic to N .
2Remember that by our assumption, hyperbolic homeomorphisms have local product structure.
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As usual, when N “ Rd and the change of coordinate maps gij given above are
α-Hölder and have their image contained in GLdpRq, we say that R
d Ñ E
π
ÝÑM is
a Cα-vector bundle.
The total space of any Cα,r-fiber bundle N Ñ E
π
ÝÑ M can be endowed with a
distance function dE constructed as follows:
Let dN be a distance function compatible with the smooth structure of the fiber
manifold N , tUju
n
1 and tϕju
n
1 be a local trivialization atlas as above, L ą 0 be the
Lebesgue number of the open covering tUju
n
1 and define
(2) dEpζ, ηq :“ min
"
d
`
πpζq, πpηq
˘
` inf
1ďjďn
!
dN
´
pr2
`
ϕjpζq
˘
, pr2
`
ϕjpηq
˘¯)
;L
*
.
where pr2 : M ˆN Ñ N denotes the projection on the second coordinate, and by
convention, we declare that dN
´
pr2
`
ϕjpζq
˘
, pr2
`
ϕjpηq
˘¯
“ diamdNN whenever ζ
or η does not belong to π´1pUjq.
A Riemannian structure on a Cα,r-fiber bundle E consists on choosing a Rie-
mannian metric on each fiber Ex which varies Hölder-continuously with x PM .
From now on, we will assume every fiber bundle is endowed with a fixed Rie-
mannian structure and a distance function constructed as above. It is important
to remark that all the concepts we will consider about fiber bundles are completely
independent of these chosen structures.
In this setting, given another Cα,r-fiber bundle N Ñ E˜
π˜
ÝÑ M and a Cα-
homeomorphism f : M ý, a Cα,r-bundle map over f is a homeomorphism F : E Ñ
E˜ satisfying π˜ ˝ F “ f ˝ π and such that the map Fx :“ F
ˇˇ
Ex
: E˜x Ñ Efpxq is a
Cr-diffeomorphism, for every x PM .
As usual, the fiber bundle N Ñ E “ M ˆN
pr
1ÝÝÑ M , where pr1 : M ˆN Ñ M
denotes the projection on the first coordinate, is said to be trivial.
In this case, any Cα DiffrpNq-cocycle Φ: M Ñ DiffrpNq naturally induces a
Cα,r-bundle map over any f P HomeopMq defining F “ FΦ,f : M ˆN ý by
(3) F px, yq :“
`
fpxq,Φpxqpyq
˘
, @px, yq PM ˆN.
Observe that in such a case Fx “ Φpxq, for every x PM .
Such a particular bundle map is usually called the skew-product induced by Φ
and f . So, bundle maps can be considered as generalizations of cocycles taking
values in groups of diffeomorphisms.
2.6. POO and coboundaries for bundle maps. We can easily extends the
notion of periodic orbit obstructions to fiber bundle maps on fiber bundles which,
a priori, are not necessarily trivial:
A bundle map F : E ý over f : M ý is said to satisfy the periodic orbit obstruc-
tions whenever, for every n ě 1 it holds
(POO’) Fnp pζq “ ζ, @p P Fixpf
nq, @ζ P Ep.
Now we finish this paragraph extending the notion of coboundary for (à priori
more general) fiber bundle maps: if N Ñ E
π
ÝÑ M denotes a Cα,r-fiber bundle, a
Cα,r-bundle map F : E ý is said to be a Cα,s-coboundary, with s ď r, when there
exists a Cα,s-bundle map H : E Ñ M ˆ N over the identity map id : M ý such
that the following diagram commutes:
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(4) M ˆN
fˆidN //
pr
1

M ˆN
pr
1

E
F //
π

H
;;
✈
✈
✈
✈
✈
✈
✈
✈
✈
✈
E
π

H
;;
✈
✈
✈
✈
✈
✈
✈
✈
✈
✈
M
f
// M
M
id
::
✈
✈
✈
✈
✈
✈
✈
✈
✈ f
// M
id
::
✈
✈
✈
✈
✈
✈
✈
✈
✈
Observe that with our definition, any fiber bundle admitting a coboundary bun-
dle map is à posteriori trivial (see Theorem 3.1 for details and a motivation for this
definition).
2.7. Lyapunov exponents for bundle maps. Let π : E Ñ M be a Cα,r-fiber
bundle (endowed with a Riemannian structure) and consider a Cα,r-bundle map
F : E ý over f : M ý. Given any point ζ P E and n P Z, we have the linear map
(5) D
´
Fn
ˇˇ
Epipζq
¯
ζ
: TζEπpζq Ñ TFnpζqEfnpπpζqq
between normed vector spaces, and hence it makes sense to talk about its norm.
For the sake of simplicity, such linear operator will be just denoted by BfibF
npζq.
Then, one defines the extremal Lyapunov exponents of F along the fibers at ζ P E
by
λ`pF, ζq “ lim
nÑ`8
1
n
log }BfibF
npζq} ;
λ´pF, ζq “ lim
nÑ`8
1
n
log
›››`BfibFnpζq˘´1
›››´1 ;
whenever these limits exist. As a consequence of the sub-additive ergodic theorem,
it is well-known that theses limits exist almost-everywhere with respect to any
F -invariant probability measure.
Given any µˆ P MpF q, one defines the extremal Lyapunov exponents of F with
respect to µˆ by
λ˘pF, µˆq :“
ż
E
λ˘pF, ζq dµˆpζq.
The topological version of the invariance principle of Avila and Viana [AV10]
gives strong consequences of vanishing of the extremal Lyapunov exponents of cer-
tain invariant measures.
2.8. Dominated bundle maps. As above, let us suppose F : E ý is a Cα,r-
bundle map over a transitive hyperbolic homeomorphism f : M ý. Given β ą 0,
we say that F is pu, βq-dominated whenever there exists ℓ ě 1 such that
(6)
››BfibF ℓpζq›› ď
´
ν
pℓq
u
`
πpζq
˘¯β
2
, @ζ P E ,
where νu is the (multiplicative) cocycle over f given in Definition 2.1.
Analogously, one says that F is said to be ps, βq-dominated when there exists
ℓ ě 1 such that
(7)
››pBfibF ℓpζqq´1››´1 ě 2
´
νpℓqs
`
πpζq
˘¯β
, @ζ P E .
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And F is just said to be β-dominated if it is simultaneously both ps, βq- and
pu, βq-dominated. It is important to remark that the definition of domination im-
plicitly assumes that the dynamics on the base space is given by a hyperbolic
homeomorphism f : M ý.
The following result is a consequence of the classical graph transform arguments
used in [HPS77] (see [AV10, Proposition 5.1] for an indication of the proof in this
exact context):
Proposition 2.6. If F is an ps, 1q-dominated CLip,1-fiber bundle over a hyperbolic
homeomorphism f : M ý, then there exists a unique partition of E
Ws “ tWspζq Ă E : ζ P Eu ,
which satisfies the following conditions:
(i) for every ζ P E, Wspζq is the image of a Lipschitz section W s
`
πpζq, f
˘
Ñ E
whose Lipschitz constant is uniform, i.e. it can be chosen independently of
ζ;
(ii) it is F -invariant, i.e.
F
`
Wspζq
˘
“ Ws
`
F pζq
˘
, @ζ P E .
Of course, if F is pu, 1q-dominated, a completely analogous result holds and in
such a case the “unstable” partition is denoted by Wu.
The following result is a combination of Proposition 5.1 and Theorem D of
[AV10]:
Theorem 2.7. Let F : E ý be a 1-dominated CLip,1-fiber bundle map over a hy-
perbolic homeomorphism f : M ý and let µˆ be an F -invariant probability measure
whose projection µ :“ π‹pµˆq to M has local product structure and full support.
Then, if λ˘pF, µˆq “ 0, the support of µˆ is saturated by Ws and Wu.
2.9. Solving the cohomological equation in Lie groups. We state in this
section two results due to Kalinin [Kal11] which will play an important role in our
proof of Theorem 3.1. However, it is interesting to remark that our Theorem A
is completely independent of those results of Kalinin and, in fact, the results of
Livšic [Liv71, Liv72] are enough to deal with the case where the fibers are one-
dimensional.
The first result of Kalinin is the following one:
Theorem 2.8 (Theorem 1.4 in [Kal11]). Let A : M Ñ GLdpRq be a Hölder cocycle
over a transitive hyperbolic homeomorphism f . Assume that A satisfies the (POO)
condition. Then, the cocycle A has zero Lyapunov exponents with respect to any
f -invariant ergodic measure on M .
Remark 2.9. As it is already observed in [Kal11], the previous result does not make
use of the fact that the cocycle acts on a trivial fiber bundle, and so it holds for
arbitrary bundle maps. We would like to remark that we can get another proof of
Theorem 2.8 as consequence of our Theorem 4.1 below.
In order to show that the solution of cohomological equations are sufficiently
regular, we must show that the holonomy maps of certain foliations are smooth.
We will show this proving that certain linear cocycles are indeed coboundaries.
As it was already mentioned above, that can be done invoking “classical” Livšic
theorem when cocyles act on one-dimensional manifolds. In higher dimensions, we
need the following Livšic type theorem for linear cocycles due to Kalinin:
Theorem 2.10 (Theorem 1.1 in [Kal11]). Let A : M Ñ GLdpRq a Hölder cocycle
over a transitive hyperbolic homeomorphism f : M ý. Assume that A satisfies
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(POO) condition. Then, for every x0 P M , there exists a unique Hölder map
U : M Ñ GLdpRq such that
Apxq “ UpfpxqqUpxq´1, @x PM,
and Upx0q “ IdRd .
Moreover, there exists a constant C ą 0 depending only on f such that
|U |α ď C |A|α .
The following consequence of the previous result will be needed later:
Proposition 2.11. Let f : M ý be a hyperbolic homeomorphism and pAt : M Ñ
GLdpRqqtPN be a continuous family (N is a topological manifold) of α-Hölder cocy-
cles satisfying (POO) condtion. Then, there exists a continuous family of α-Hölder
transfer functions pUt : M Ñ GLdpRqqtPN satisfying
Atpxq “ UtpfpxqqUtpxq
´1, @t P N, @x PM.
Proof. Consider a point x0 P M whose forward orbit by f is dense and let Ut :
M Ñ GLdpRq be the unique solution of the cohomological equation Atpxq “
UtpfpxqqUtpxq
´1 with Utpx0q “ Id, given by Theorem 2.10. Notice that |Ut|α
is uniformly bounded on t P N .
Now we have to show that Ut depends continuously on t P N . Let us fix t0 P N
and ε ą 0. Let n be sufficiently large so that the segment of orbit x0, . . . , f
npx0q is
δ-dense, where
δ :“ ε
ˆ
6Cmax
tPN
|At|α
˙´ 1
α
,
and C is the positive constant given by Theorem 2.10.
By continuity of the family At on t, and observing that Utpf
kpx0qq “ A
pkq
t px0q
for every k ě 0, there exists a neighborhood V of t0 such that one has››Ut`fkpx0q˘´ Ut0`fkpx0q˘›› ď ε2 , for 0 ď k ď n, @t P V.
Invoking the uniform Hölder estimates, we deduce that the C0-distance between
the functions Ut and Ut0 is smaller than ε, for every t P V . 
3. Domination, zero Lyapunov exponents and coboundaries
In this section we study the relation between domination, nullity of Lyapunov
exponents and cohomology of bundle maps. The main result we present here is the
following
Theorem 3.1. Let N Ñ E
π
ÝÑ M be a Cα,1-fiber bundle and F : E ý be Cα,1-
bundle map over a α-Hölder hyperbolic homeomorphism f : M ý. Let us assume
F satisfies (POO’) condition. Then the following statements are equivalent:
(i) λ˘pF, µˆq “ 0, for all µˆ P MpF q;
(ii) F is α-dominated;
(iii) F is a Cα,1-coboundary and, according to § 2.6, the fiber bundle N Ñ E
π
ÝÑM
admits a Cα,1-trivialization.
Remark 3.2. We shall use a rather classical trick (see for example [Via08]) which
allows us to reduce the general α-Hölder case to the Lipschitz one: if N Ñ E
π
ÝÑ
pM,dq is a Cα,1-fiber bundle, f : pM,dq ý is a hyperbolic homeomorphism and
F : E ý is a Cα,1-fiber bundle map which is α-dominated, then changing the metric
d by dα (see (1)) onM , we obtain a C
Lip,1-fiber bundle, f continues to be hyperbolic
(see Remark 2.3) and F turns to be a CLip,1-bundle map which is 1-dominated.
Moreover, F is a CLip,1-coboundary when M is endowed with the dα metric if and
only if it is a Cα,1-coboundary when M is equipped with d.
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By Remark 3.2, in order to simplify the notation from now on and until the end
of this section we shall assume that α “ 1 “ Lip.
To start with the proof of Theorem 3.1, we first show that piq implies piiq. This
result maybe belongs to the folklore, but since our context is slightly different from
usual ones, we decided to include an outline of the proof:
Proposition 3.3. Let us assume that
λ˘pF, µˆq “ 0, @µˆ P MpF q,
Then F is 1-dominated.
Proof. Let us show that F is pu, 1q-dominated. The ps, 1q-domination follows from
completely analogous arguments. To prove that, we shall only use the hypothesis
λ`pF, µˆq “ 0, for every µˆ P MpF q.
Then, let us consider the fiber bundle πP : P Ñ E , where the fiber over an
arbitrary ζ P E is given by the projectivized tangent space of the submanifold
Eπpζq Ă E .
Now, the derivative-along-fiber operator BfibF defined by (5) naturally induces
a bundle map rBfibF s : P ý over F : E ý.
Then we consider the continuous real cocycle ψ : P Ñ R over rBfibF s given by
ψprvsq :“ log
}BfibF ¨ v}F pζq
}v}ζ
, @ζ P E , @v P TEπpζqzt0u,
where rvs denotes the element of P induced by v.
Now, let K0, λ be the constants and νu be the multiplicative cocycle associated
to f given by Definition 2.1, and suppose F is not pu, 1q-dominated. Then, there
exists a sequence of points pζnqně1 in E and a strictly increasing sequence of natural
numbers pℓnqně1 such that
(8)
››BfibF ℓnpζnq›› ě ν
pℓnq
u
`
πpζnq
˘
2
, @n ě 1.
This implies that for each n P N we can find rvns P Pζn such that
(9) ψpℓnqprvnsq “
ℓn´1ÿ
j“0
ψ
´
rBfibF
jsrvns
¯
“ log
››BfibF ℓnpζnq›› .
Then, by Banach-Alaoglu theorem, there is no lost of generality assuming that
there exists η˜ P MpPq such that
(10)
1
ℓn
ℓn´1ÿ
j“0
rBfibF
js‹pδrvnsq Ñ η˜, as nÑ8,
where the convergence is in the weak-‹ topology.
Putting together (8), (9) and (10), we can easily show that
(11)
ż
P
ψ dη˜ “ lim
nÑ8
ψpℓnqprvnsq
ℓn
ě lim
nÑ8
1
ℓn
´
logK0 ` λℓn ´ 2
¯
“ λ.
Finally, defining η :“ πP‹pη˜q, we get η P MpF q and from (11) it easily follows
λ`pF, ηq ě λ ą 0,
contradicting our hypothesis. 
Next we show that piiq implies piiiq in Theorem 3.1.
Since we are assuming F is 1-dominated, by Proposition 2.6 we know that we can
lift the stable and unstable sets of f to E . We shall need the following properties
of them:
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Lemma 3.4. If Wσ denotes the lift of W σ (with σ P ts, uu), then there exists a
constant K ě 1 such that
dEpζ, ηq ď Kd
`
πpζq, πpηq
˘
,
for every ζ P E, η P Wσpζq and such that πpηq P W σδ0pπpζq, fq, where δ0 is the
constant associated to f by Definition 2.1.
Proof. This is a straightforward consequence of Proposition 2.6, i.e. the fact that the
elements of Wσ are graphs of Lipschitz functions with uniformly bounded constant
over the stable and unstable sets of f . 
Then we need the following result that plays a key role in the construction of
solutions for the cohomological equation:
Proposition 3.5. If F is 1-dominated and satisfies (POO’) condition, then the
closure of every F -orbit is the image of a Lipschitz section. More precisely, for
every ζ P E, there exists a Lipschitz section Vζ : Of
`
πpζq
˘
ĂM Ñ E such that
OF pζq “
!
Vζpyq P E : y P Of
`
πpζq
˘)
.
Proof. In order to show that the closure of any F -orbit coincides with the image
of a continuous section of the fiber bundle N Ñ E
π
ÝÑ M , it is enough to show the
following
Claim 1. For every ζ P E and every ε ą 0, there exists δ ą 0 such that
dE
`
ζ, Fnpζq
˘
ă ε,
whenever d
`
πpζq, fnpπpζqq
˘
ă δ.
To prove Claim 1, let ζ P E and ε ą 0 be arbitrary. Then, let us choose
δ :“ min
`
δ0, δ1, εp4cKq
´1
˘
, where constants δ1 and c are given by Theorem 2.4
and K is given by Lemma 3.4.
Then, suppose n P N is given such that d
`
πpζq, fnpπpζqq
˘
ă δ. Since f is a
hyperbolic homeomorphism and δ ď δ1, we can apply Theorem 2.4 to guaranty
the existence of p P Perpfq and y :“
“
πpζq, ps P M satisfying (1), (2) and (3) in
Theorem 2.4. Thus, taking into account that the fiber bundle projection π is one-
to-one on Wupζq Ă E and y PWupπpζq, fq “ π
`
Wupζq
˘
, there exists a unique point
ζy P EyXW
upζq. Analogously, π is one-to-one from Wspζyq onto W
spyq and hence,
there exists a unique point ζp P Ep XW
spζyq.
Now, observing that ζp P W
spζyq and ζy P W
upζq, we can combine Theorem 2.4
and Lemma 3.4 to guaranty that
(12) dEpζ, ζpq ď dEpζ, ζyq ` dEpζy, ζpq ď K
”
d
`
πpζq, y
˘
` dpy, pq
ı
ă 2Kcδ ď
ε
2
,
and
dE
`
Fnpζq, Fnpζpq
˘
ď dE
`
Fnpζq, Fnpζyq
˘
` dE
`
Fnpζyq, F
npζpq
˘
ď K
”
d
`
fnpπpζq, fnpyq
˘
` d
`
fnpyq, fnppq
˘ı
ď 2Kcd
`
fnpπpζqq, πpζq
˘
ă 2Kcδ ď
ε
2
,
(13)
Finally observe that, since fnppq “ p and F satisfies (POO’), it holds Fnpζpq “
ζp. Then, putting together (12) and (13), we get dEpζ, F
npζqq ă ε, and our claim
is proven. 
It is interesting to notice that the exponential shadowing given by Anosov closing
lemma (Theorem 2.4) was not used in the proof of Proposition 3.5. In fact, the
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classical Shadowing Lemma is enough because the Hölder regularity (in this case
Lipschitz) was already used in Lemma 3.4.
Now, let us fix any point x0 P M such that its forward and backward f -orbits
are dense. Then, by Proposition 3.5, assuming F is 1-dominated, for every ζ P Ex0
there exists a continuous section Vζ : M Ñ E such that OF pζq coincides with the
image of Vζ . To simplify the notation, the image of the section Vζ will be denoted
by Vζ , i.e. we define Vζ :“ tVζpxq P E : x PMu, for every ζ P Ex0 .
Then we will show that the family tVζuζPEx0
determines a continuous lamination
in E . To do this, we first prove the following
Proposition 3.6. Assuming F is 1-dominated, for each ζ P Ex0 the image of the
section Vζ defined above is saturated by leaves of the lamination W
s (Wu, respec-
tively.) More precisely, for every ζ P Ex0 and any η P Vζ ,
Wσpηq Ă Vζ , for σ P ts, uu.
Proof. Let us suppose the proposition is not true. Then, there exists some ζ P Ex0
and η1 P Vζ such that W
spη1q Ć Vζ (W
upη1q Ć Vζ , respectively). By continuity
of the section Vζ and the stable (unstable, respec.) lamination, we can choose a
point η P Vζ such that the forward (backward, respec.) f -orbit of πpηq is dense in
M and Wspηq Ć Vζ (W
upηq Ć Vζ , respec.) Then, we take a point ξ P W
spηqzVζ
(ξ P WupηqzVζ , respec.). Observe that O
`
f
`
πpξq
˘
( O´f
`
πpξq
˘
, respec.) is dense in
M . Hence, the section Vξ given by Proposition 3.5 is defined on the whole spaceM .
But, since ξ P Wspηq (ξ P Wupηq, respec.), the set OF pξq intersects the fiber Eπpξq
at two different points: at ξ and at Vζ
`
πpξq
˘
, contradicting Proposition 3.5. 
Remark 3.7. It is interesting to notice that a less elementary proof of Proposition 3.6
can be easily gotten invoking the topological version of the Invariance Principle of
Avila and Viana (see Theorem 2.7). In fact, assuming domination and (POO’),
using Theorem 2.8, it can be shown that condition piq of Theorem 3.1 holds and
then the Invariance Principle can be applied.
As a consequence of Proposition 3.6 we get the family tVζuζPEx0
is a partition of
the total space E , and moreover, a continuous lamination whose leaves are (topo-
logically) transverse to the fibers of the fiber bundle N Ñ E
π
ÝÑ M . Thus, we
can define the holonomy maps of this lamination as follows: given arbitrary points
x, y PM , we define the holonomy map from x to y is defined by
(14) Hx,y : Ex Q ζ ÞÑ Vζˆpyq P Ey,
where ζˆ is the unique point in Ex0 such that ζ P Vζˆ . Observe that, by Proposi-
tion 3.6, the holonomy maps are (at least) homeomorphisms. After some additional
results, we shall show they are indeed C1-diffeomorphisms.
Then we get the following
Proposition 3.8. The fiber bundle map F : E ý is a CLip,0-coboundary. More
precisely, the fiber bundle N Ñ E
π
ÝÑM admits a continuous trivialization H : E Ñ
M ˆN that turns the diagram (4) commutative.
Proof. To show that the fiber bundle is trivial, let us consider the map H : E Ñ
M ˆN given by
(15) Hpζq :“
ˆ
πpζq, pr2
´
φj
`
Hπpζq,x0pζq
˘¯˙
, @ζ P E ,
where φj : Uj Ñ M ˆ N is any (but fixed) trivializing chart of the fiber bundle
N Ñ E
π
ÝÑM such that x0 P Uj. Then, since holonomy maps are homeomorphisms,
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it is clear thatH itself is a homeomorphism, and since F
`
Vζˆ
˘
“ Vζˆ , for every ζˆ P Ex0 ,
we conclude that
H
`
F pζq
˘
“ pf ˆ idN q
`
Hpζq
˘
, @ζ P E ,
as desired. 
Finally, in order to show that F is a CLip,1-coboundary, it remains to prove that
the map H : E Ñ M ˆ N constructed in the proof of Proposition 3.8 is indeed a
CLip,1-bundle map.
To do this, it is necessary to show that the holonomy maps defined in (14) are
differentiable and this will be gotten invoking Proposition 2.11. To use this result,
we first need the following
Lemma 3.9. For every ζ P Ex0 , the section Vζ : M Ñ E (whose image is Vζ) is
Lipschitz.
Proof. It is a straightforward consequence of the fact that the graph of Vζ is satu-
rated by Ws and Wu, which are Lischitz themselves and have local product struc-
ture (see (h5) in Definition 2.1). 
Now, for every ζ P Ex0 , consider the set
Ξζ :“
ğ
xPM
TVζpxqEx,
where
Ů
denotes the disjoint-union operator, and the “natural projection” map
πζ : Ξζ Ñ M given by pπζq´1pxq “ TVζpxqEx, for every x P M . By Lemma 3.9,
the set Ξζ can naturally be endowed with an appropriate vector bundle structure
turning Rd Ñ Ξζ
πζ
ÝÑM into a CLip-vector bundle, where d “ dimN .
On the other hand, since every leaf Vζ is F -invariant and F
ˇˇ
Ex
: Ex Ñ Efpxq is a
C1-diffeomorphism, our fiber bundle map F naturally induces a CLip-vector bundle
map DF ζ : Ξζ ý over f : M ý given by
(16) DF ζpvxq “ BfibF
`
Vζpxq
˘
pvxq, @x PM, @vx P Ξ
ζ
x “ TVζpxqEx,
where BfibF denotes the (partial) derivative along the fibers defined in § 2.7.
Then we get the following
Proposition 3.10. For every ζ P Ex0 , the vector bundle R
d Ñ Ξζ
πζ
ÝÑM is trivial
and the vector bundle map DF ζ is a CLip-coboundary, i.e. there exists a CLip-vector
bundle map U ζ : Ξζ ÑM ˆ Rd satisfying
U ζ ˝DF ζ “ pf ˆ IdRdq ˝ U
ζ .
Moreover, the family pU ζqζPEx0 can be chosen to vary continuously on ζ.
Proof. Since F satisfies (POO’) condition, DF ζ must satisfy it, too. Hence, by
Theorem 2.8, DF ζ has zero Lyapunov exponents with respect to any f -invariant
probability measure. In particular, invoking Proposition 3.8 we conclude that the
vector bundle Rd Ñ Ξζ
πζ
ÝÑ M is trivial and we can apply Proposition 2.11 to
obtain a continuous family U ζ of solutions, as desired. 
Then we get the following
Corollary 3.11. If F is 1-dominated and satisfies (POO’), then there exists C ą 0
such that
}BfibF
npvq} ď C, @n P Z, @ζ P E , @v P TζEπpζq.
Proof. This is a straightforward consequence of Propositions 3.10 and 2.11. 
Then we finally get
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Proposition 3.12. The holonomy maps given by (14) are differentiable and con-
sequently, the map H : E ÑM ˆN defined by (15) is a CLip,1-bundle map.
Proof. Given arbitrary points x, y P M , we need to show that the holonomy map
Hx,y : Ex Ñ Ey associated to the lamination tVuζPEx0 , which is clearly a homeomor-
phism, is indeed a C1-diffeomorphism.
To do this, first observe that since each leaf of the lamination tVζuζPEx0 is F -
invariant, it holds
(17) Hfmpxq,fnpxq “ F
n´m
ˇˇ
Efmpxq
, @x P E , @m,n P Z.
Consequently, holonomy maps between any two points of the same f -orbit are
indeed C1-diffeomorphisms.
To deal with the general case, let x, y PM be arbitrary points and consider two
trivializing charts ϕi : π
´1pUiq Ñ UiˆN , with i “ 1, 2, such that x P U1 and y P U2.
Recalling we have chosen x0 PM so that its forward f -orbit is dense in M , we can
find two sequences of natural numbers pmiq and pniq such that U1 Q f
mipx0q Ñ x
and U2 Q f
nipx0q Ñ y, as iÑ8.
Then, for each i ě 1, let us define Hi P Diff
1pNq by
Hippq :“ pr2 ˝ ϕ2 ˝Hfmi px0q,fni px0q ˝ ϕ
´1
1
`
fmipx0q, p
˘
,
and H P HomeopNq by
Hppq “ pr2 ˝ ϕ2 ˝Hx,y ˝ ϕ
´1
1
`
x, p
˘
,
for every p P N . We want to show H P Diff1pNq, too.
By continuity of the lamination tVζuζPEx0 , when iÑ8, Hi Ñ H pointwisely. By
Corollary 3.11 and Arzelà-Ascoli theorem, we conclude Hi Ñ H C
0-uniformly. On
the other hand, by Propositions 3.10 and 2.11, we have the sequence of derivatives
pDHippqqiě1 is also convergent, for each p P N . Consequently, H is C
1 and then,
Hx,y : Ex Ñ Ey is a diffeomorphism, as desired. 
Finally, it remains to show that piiiq implies piq in Theorem 3.1. But this is
obvious, because a CLip,1-coboundary is, by definition, conjugate to the map pf ˆ
idN q : MˆN ý via a C
Lip,1-fiber bundle conjugacy, and therefore, every Lyapunov
exponent must vanish.
4. Domination as a consequence of POO condition
In this section we shall review some contexts where condition (POO) alone im-
plies that the cocycle is dominated, and as a consequence of Theorem 3.1, it is a
coboundary.
We start proving Theorem B which follows from Theorem 3.1 and Katok closing
lemma [Kat80]:
Proof of Theorem B. Let S Ñ E “MˆS
π
ÝÑM denote the trivial fiber bundle and
F : M ˆ S ý be the C1`α skew-product over f induced by Φ as in (3). Oberserve
that F satisfies (POO’).
Let us suppose there exists an F -invariant ergodic probability measure µˆ such
that λ`pF, µˆq ‰ 0.
Since Φ takes values in the group of area-preserving diffeomorphisms of S, by
Oseledets theorem we know that
λ´pF, µˆq ` λ`pF, µˆq “ 0.
So, we have
λ´pF, µˆq ă 0 ă λ`pF, µˆq,
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and since f : M ý is an Anosov diffeomorphism, this implies µˆ is a hyperbolic
measure for F (i.e. all its Lyapunov exponents given by Oseledets theorem are
different from zero).
So, applying Katok closing lemma [Kat80, Corollary 4.3], we conclude that F
exhibits a hyperbolic periodic point. But, by (POO’), if ζ0 P E is periodic with
Fnpζ0q “ ζ0, then F
npζq “ ζ, for every ζ P Eπζ0 , and so ζ0 is not hyperbolic,
getting a contradiction. 
The amount of regularity required in the fiber direction is essential in our argu-
ment and it is the usual one in Pesin’s theory which allows to obtain a subexpo-
nential neighborhoods of a regular orbit with good estimates on the bundles of the
Oseledet’s splitting (see [KH96, Suplement]). The recent examples of [BCS13] show
that improving this regularity requires new ideas which should not be different from
the general case of Diff1pNq cocycles with arbitrary N .
In order to prove Theorem A, we need the following result that should be con-
sidered the main one of this section:
Theorem 4.1. Let N Ñ E πÝÑ M be a Cα,1-fiber bundle, F : E ý be a Cα,1-
bundle map over an α-Hölder hyperbolic homeomorphism f : M ý. If there exists
an ergodic measure µˆ P MpF q with λ`pF, µˆq ă 0, then there exists ζ0 P PerpF q
which is uniformly contracting along the fiber, i.e. if n ą 0 denotes the period of
ζ0, then all the eigenvalues of the linear map BfibF
npζ0q : Tζ0 Eπpζ0q ý have modulus
strictly smaller than 1.
It is interesting to remark that applying Theorem 4.1 to the natural action
induced by a linear cocycle on a suitable Grasmannian fiber bundle (corresponding
to the dimension of the subspace with largest Lyapunov exponent), one can reprove
Kalinin’s result on approximation3 of Lyapunov exponents [Kal11, Theorem 1.4].
Now, we can prove Theorem A as a combination of Theorems 3.1 and 4.1:
Proof of Theorem A. Let R{Z Ñ E “ M ˆ R{Z
π
ÝÑ M denote the trivial fiber
bundle and F : M ˆ R{Z ý be the skew-product over f induced by Φ as in (3).
Since Φ satisfies (POO), F satisfies (POO’).
Hence, for every ζ P PerpF q with Fnpζq “ ζ it clearly holds BfibF
n “ DΦpnq ” id
and consequently, all the eigenvalues are equal to 1. So, applying Theorem 4.1 to
F and F´1 we get
´λ`pF´1, µˆq “ λ´pF, µq ď 0 ď λ`pF, µˆq.
But since the fibers are one-dimensional, we can apply Birkhoff ergodic theorem to
conclude that λ´pF, µˆq “ λ`pF, µˆq. Consequently, λ´pF, µˆq “ λ`pF, µˆq “ 0 and by
Theorem 3.1, F is a Cα,1-coboundary, as desired. 
4.1. Proof of Theorem 4.1. From the uniform continuity of BfibF and f , it easily
follows
Lemma 4.2. For every δ ą 0, there exists χ ą 0 such that for every η, ξ P E
satisfying
dE
`
F ipηq, F ipξq
˘
ď χ, for every i P t0, . . . ku,
then one has
k´1ź
i“0
››BfibF `F ipηq˘›› ď ekδ
k´1ź
i“0
››BfibF `F ipξq˘›› .
3The statement above only allows to show that if Φ: M Ñ GLdpRq is an α-Hölder cocycle
satisfying the (POO) then every measure has zero Lyapunov exponents, however, the results
below allow to recover the complete result if desired.
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Along the proof we shall assume that λ` :“ λ`pF, µˆq ă 0.
It is a classical fact that one can choose measurable adapted metrics which see
the contraction at each iterate (see for example Proposition 8.2 of [ABC11]):
Lemma 4.3. For every ε ą 0 there exists an integer N ą 0 and a measurable
function A : E Ñ r1,`8q such that:
‚ The sequence
`
ApFnpζq
˘
nPZ
varies sub-exponentially (i.e. one has that for
µˆ-almost every ζ P E the sequence 1|n| log |ApF
npζqq| converges to 0 as |n| Ñ
8).
‚ If we denote }¨}
1
ζ to the metric in TζEπpζq defined as:
}v}
1
ζ “
ÿ
0ďkďN
e´kpλ
``εqApF kpζqq
››BfibF kpζq ¨ v››Fkpζq
then, for µˆ almost every ζ P E and every v P TζEπpζq one has that
}BfibF pζq ¨ v}
1
F pζq ď e
pλ``εq }v}
1
ζ
We shall fix ε ă mint´λ
`
5 ,
αλ
2 u, where α is the Hölder exponent of F and λ is
the hyperbolicity constant appearing in Theorem 2.4. Consider the function A and
the metric }¨}
1
given by the previous lemma and let us fix them from now on.
Using this metric, it is also standard to show that one can define sub-exponential
neighborhoods (sometimes called Pesin charts) of typical points with respect to µˆ
such that the dynamics in those neighborhoods behaves similarly to the derivative
(see for example [KH96, Supplement]).
For ζ P E we shall consider the exponential map exp : TζEπpζq Ñ Eπpζq where the
distances in TζEπpζq are measured with respect to the metric } ¨ }
1
ζ. We denote by
B1ζprq the ball of radius r centered at 0 in TζEπpζq.
Lemma 4.4. There exists a measurable function ρ : E Ñ p0,`8q such that if
ϕζ “ exp|B1
ζ
pρpζqq then we have that for µˆ-almost every point one has that ϕ
´1
F pζq ˝
F ˝ϕζ : B
1
ζpρpζqq Ñ B
1
F pζqpρpF pζqqq contracts vectors by a factor of at least e
pλ``2εq.
Moreover, it holds that the sequence ρpFnpζqq is sub-exponential and can be chosen
so that e´ερpζq ă ρpF pζqq ă eερpζq.
It is relevant to remark here the fact that the sub-exponential growth of the
function ρ is essential in Pesin’s theory and it is where the Hölder regularity of
the derivative is usually used. Here, since we are working with measures whose
Lyapunov exponents are all negative, C1-regularity in the fibers is enough.
Remark 4.5. Notice that there is a measurable function D which, associates to each
ζ P E an isometry Dζ :
`
TζEπpζq, }¨}ζ
˘
Ñ
`
TζEπpζq, }¨}
1
ζ
˘
. When this linear map is
seen as a transformation from
`
TζEπpζq, }¨}ζ
˘
to itself, the norm and co-norm of Dζ
are bounded by a number depending only on Apζq.
Using Luisin’s Theorem on approximation of measurable functions by continuous
ones (see for example [KH96, Supplement]) one obtains a compact set X Ă E of
positive µˆ-measure such that functions A and ρ are continuous on X and, thus,
bounded (we define AX :“ supζPX Apζq and ρX :“ infζPX ρpxq).
Consider a point ζ0 P X which is recurrent inside X , i.e. there exists nj Ñ 8
such that Fnj pζ0q Ñ ζ0 and F
nj pζ0q P X for every j ą 0.
Let us write x0 :“ πpζ0q and, for each j ą 0, let pj P Fixpf
nj q be the periodic
point of f given by Anosov Closing Lemma (Theorem 2.4). One has that:
dpf ipx0q, f
ippjqq ď ce
´λminti,nj´iudpfnj px0q, x0q, for i “ 0, . . . , nj.
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where c, λ ą 0 are the constants given in Theorem 2.4. Notice that dpfnj px0q, x0q ď
dEpF
nj pζ0q, ζ0q Ñ 0.
Fix δ ă ε and let χ be the constant given by Lemma 4.2 for such a δ.
The main step in the proof is the following
Lemma 4.6. For nj large enough, there exists a small open ball Bj Ă Epj such
that
(18) Fnj pBjq Ă Bj .
Moreover, diampF ipBjqq ď χ{2 and dEpF
ipBjq, F
ipζ0qq ď χ{2, for every 0 ď i ď
nj.
Let us now conclude the proof of Theorem 4.1 assuming this lemma:
By (18), we know there exists ξj P Bj such that F
nj pξjq “ ξj , and it also holds
dEpF
ipξjq, F
ipζ0qq ď χ, for all 0 ď i ď nj . Hence, applying Lemma 4.2 and the fact
that ζ0, F
nj pζ0q P X , we prove that ξj is uniformly contracting along the fiber, as
desired.
So, it only remains to prove Lemma 4.6:
Proof of Lemma 4.6. Since there exists a trivializing chart containing x0 and pj ,
there exists a point ζj P Epj such that dEpζj , ζ0q “ dppj , xq.
From the choice of x0 and pj , if nj is large enough, we can always assume
that both f ipx0q and f
ippjq lie in the same trivializing chart for 0 ď i ď nj .
So, fixing a trivializing chart containing f ipx0q and f
ippjq, we have a projection
pr2 : Efippjq Ñ Efipx0q. Given two points ξ P Efipx0q and η P Efippjq such that
ξ, pr2pηq P B
1
F ipζ0q
pρpF ipζ0qqq, we can define d
1
E
pξ, ηq :“ dpπpξq, πpηqq`d1pξ, pr2pηqq,
were d1 is the distance in B1
F ipζ0q
pρpF ipζ0qqq induced by the norm }¨}
1
F ipζ0q
.
For 1 ď k ď nj , and assuming that d
1
E
`
F k´1pζjq, F
k´1pζ0q
˘
ď mintρpF k´1pζ0qq,
χ
2 u,
we can invoke Lemma 4.2 to get
d1E
`
F kpζjq, F
kpζ0q
˘
“ d1E
´
F
`
F k´1pζjq
˘
, F
`
F k´1pζ0q
˘¯
ď
ď cˆeεmintk,nj´kudC1
`
Ffk´1ppjq, Ffk´1px0q
˘
`
` eδ
››BfibF pF k´1pζ0qq››1 d1E`F k´1pζjq, F k´1pζ0q˘,
(19)
where the constant cˆ only depends on AX and ρX . The factor cˆe
εmintk,nj´ku
appears to take into account the distortion in the new metric, which is bounded by
cˆ at the points ζ0, F
nj pζ0q P X and the change of the distortion at each iterate is
bounded by eε.
Now, let us define the sequences ak :“ cˆe
εmintk,nj´kudC1
`
Ffk´1ppjq, Ffk´1px0q
˘
and bk :“ e
δ
››BfibF pF k´1pζ0qq››1. Observe that bk ď epλ``3εq ă 1, for every k ě 1.
By induction and applying estimate (19), one gets
(20) d1E
`
F kpζjq, F
kpζ0q
˘
ď
kÿ
i“1
ai
´ kź
j“i`1
bj
¯
ď
kÿ
i“1
aie
pk´iqpλ``3εq, @k ě 1.
One can estimate the size of ai as follows (here is where Hölder continuity of F
is essential):
(21) ai ď e
εminti,nj´iuc1e´αλminti,nj´iudpx0, f
nj px0qq
α, for 0 ď i ď nj ,
where c1 ą 0 depends on the constant c appearing in Anosov closing lemma (The-
orem 2.4), the Hölder norm of the Cα,1-bundle map F and the constant cˆ which
was defined above.
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Choosing nj so that dpx0, f
nj px0qq is sufficiently small and recalling that ε ă
1
2αλ, thus we can perform the induction and to ensure that the iterates F
kpζjq of
the point ζj remain always close enough to F
kpζ0q.
Using the estimate of Lemma 4.2, one conclude that there is a ball Bj with the
desired properties. 
5. Some questions
In this section we pose some questions that emerge rather naturally from our
results and remain open. The firs one, taking into account Theorem 3.1, should be
the only remaining step necessary to prove Livšic theorem for cocycles of diffeo-
morphisms in any dimension:
Question 5.1. Let N Ñ E
π
ÝÑ M be a Cα,1-fiber bundle and F : E ý be Cα,1-
bundle map over a hyperbolic Cα-homeomorphism f : M ý. Suppose F satisfies
(POO’). Then, is it true that F is α-dominated?
The second one concerns the validity of Livšic type results for more general
groups:
Question 5.2. Does there exists a complete metric group G such that Livšic theo-
rem does not hold for G-cocyles? More precisely: do there exist a hyperbolic home-
omorphism f : M ý and a Cα-cocycle Φ: M Ñ G such that Φ satisfies (POO) but
it is not a G-coboundary?
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